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   OFF-BROADWAY…LITERALLY

There are more than 40 shows currently playing on Broadway but ask a twentysomething 

to name a few and they’ll be hard pressed to come up with more than a handful. “I’m sure if 

I heard some show titles, they’d ring a bell,” Max, 20, of New York, NY told us. “But honestly, 

SǺ�XLI�XST�SJ�Q]�LIEH��MXƶW�NYWX�-EQMPXSR�ƹ�.R�JEGX����	�TIVGIRX�SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�WE]�

they’d be challenged to think of more than a few Broadway 

WLS[W��ERH���	ƴMRGPYHMRK���	�SJ�2E\ƶW�KIRIVEXMSR��,IR�

>ƴEKVII��Ƹ8LI�SRP]�'VSEH[E]�WLS[�.�ORS[�MW�Hamilton.” Be-

yond not knowing the names of most shows, respondents 

LEH�E�LEVH�XMQI�KEKMRK�LS[�QER]�WLS[W�XLIVI�[IVI����	�

guessed there are 20 or fewer shows currently on Broad-

[E]ƴLEPJ�EW�QER]�EW�XLIVI�EGXYEPP]�EVIƴERH�RIEVP]�LEPJ�

SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW���	��KYIWWIH�XLI�WLS[�GSYRX�XS�FI�ǻZI�SV�

fewer. Also surprising: less than half knew of Broadway’s 

longest running titles, including Wicked���	�[IVI�JEQMPMEV���

Moulin Rouge���	���The Book of Mormon���	���ERH�The 

Lion King���	���+I[IV�XLER���	�[IVI�JEQMPMEV�[MXL�VIGIRX�

award-winners like Six��8LI�RI\X�KIRIVEXMSR�MW�ƵSǺ�'VSEH-

[E]ƶ�FIGEYWI�'VSEH[E]�MW�SǺ�XLIMV�VEHEV�

 

This is particularly notable considering that three-quarters 

of respondents in this survey live in the tri-state area, with 

QSVI�XLER�SRI�XLMVH������MR�3I[�=SVO��+SV�WSQI�XVM�WXEXI�

residents and native New Yorkers, it came as a surprise that 

they weren’t more knowledgeable. “I probably should know 

more,” Adriana, 27, of Stamford, CT, admitted. Ali, 30, an LA-

based entertainment attorney who was raised in Manhat-

tan, was able to name ten shows, including �ŇƣƒĚƐ{±ÏĞĀÏ, 

Hamilton, and Legally Blonde��FYX�EPWS�VIǼIGXIH��Ƹ.XƶW�MRXIVIWXMRK��.XƶW�E�LEVHIV�I\IVGMWI�XLER�

.�[SYPH�LEZI�XLSYKLX�ƹ�+SV�XLSWI�SYXWMHI�SJ�XLI�XVM�WXEXI�EVIE��'VSEH[E]�WIIQW�PMOI�ER�

island in the world of live entertainment. “I hadn’t thought about comparing Broadway to a 

concert or to an athletic event or anything like that,” Ana, 30, of Chicago, IL, said, when we 

asked her about live theater in context of other live entertainment events. “I guess anytime 

I think about Broadway, I think of it on its own, like a separate bubble.”  

 

Less than half of Gen Zs and 
Millennials are familiar with 
Broadway’s most popular titles
% familiar with: 

46% Wicked

45% Moulin Rouge

44% The Book of Mormon

40% The Lion King

36% say the only Broadway show 
they are aware of is Hamilton

“Anytime I think about Broadway, I think 
of it in its own separate bubble.” 
— Ana, 30, Chicago, IL
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Not only was there confusion about what was playing on Broadway currently, but there 

was also confusion about what has played on Broadway, ever. Given a mix of actual 

WLS[W�ERH�ǻGXMSREP�SRIW�QEHI�YT�JSV�XLI�TYVTSWIW�SJ�XLMW�WYVZI]���VIWTSRHIRXW�LEH�E�

HMǽGYPX�XMQI�HIXIVQMRMRK�[LMGL�[EW�[LMGL��+MJX]�IMKLX�TIVGIRX�SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�

VITSVXIH�FIMRK�JEQMPMEV�[MXL�QEHI�YT�WLS[W�WYGL�EW�Ƹ8LI�)YOIƹ���	�LEH�LIEVH�SJ�MX��ERH�

Ƹ;LEXIZIV�-ETTIRIH�XS�/YPME�(LMPH$ƹ�SRI�UYEVXIV�[IVI�JEQMPMEV���EFSYX�XLI�WEQI�TIV-

GIRXEKI�EW�XLSWI�[LS�ORI[�SJ�GPEWWMGW�PMOI�&ZIRYI�6���	���.R�XSXEP��]SYRK�TISTPI�[IVI�

more aware of shows that never existed than some of the most celebrated, award- 

winning productions, like Kimberley Akimbo and Hadestown.

 

OFF-BROADWAY…LITERALLY

Gen Zs and Millennials were more aware of 
shows that never existed than some of the most 
recent Tony Award winners for Best Musical.

of Gen Zs and 
Millennials had 

heard of Broadway 
classic Avenue Q.

of Gen Zs and 
Millennials had 

heard of made-up 
show “The Duke”.

27% 27% 
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  GHOSTED BY BROADWAY

It would be easy to assume live theater is simply not relevant among younger genera-

tions who were born into a world of bingeable content and are known for having TikTok 

attention spans. But from those we spoke with and surveyed, this wasn’t the case. What 

[I�JSYRH�[EW�XLEX�]SYRK�TISTPI�EVIRƶX�YRMRXIVIWXIH�MR�PMZI�XLIEXIV��XLI]ƶVI�NYWX�YRE[EVI�

of it. “I never really see any Broadway promotion on my social media accounts,” Lily, a USC 

senior originally from Connecticut, told us. Adriana echoed Lily: “I feel like I don’t see as 

much about theater as I should,” noting that she sees a lot of other live entertainment in 

3I[�=SVO�TVSQSXIH��PMOI�GSQIH]�WLS[W��*ZIR�VIWTSRHIRXW�[LS�[IVI�FSRE�ǻHI�XLIEXIV�

enthusiasts, like Ari, 24, of Washington, D.C., felt like Broadway’s marketing wasn’t reaching 

XLIQ��Ƹ2E]FI�Q]�EPKSVMXLQ�MWRƶX�GEXGLMRK�QI�ƹ�&VM�QE]�FI�SRXS�WSQIXLMRK����	�SJ�,IR�>W�

and Millennials say they can’t remember ever seeing Broadway or live theater promoted 

SR�XLIMV�WSGMEP�JIIHW��(SRWMHIVMRK���	�SJ�

]SYRK�TISTPI�WE]�XLI]�ǻRH�SYX�EFSYX�

“pretty much everything” on social 

media, this is a clear miss. But also, per-

LETW��ER�IEW]�ǻ\��;LIR�EWOIH�[LIXLIV�

social media could help Broadway gain 

momentum among younger audiences, 

or whether even social media wasn’t 

enough to increase Broadway’s appeal, 

XLVII�UYEVXIVW���	��WEMH�XLI�JSVQIV��5YX�

another way, live theater isn’t dead; it’s 

NYWX�KLSWXIH�XLI�]SYXL�

 

 

8LI�WSPYXMSR�JSV�HMEPMRK�YT�'VSEH[E]ƶW�TVSǻPI�EQSRK�]SYRKIV�KIRIVEXMSRW�GSYPH�FI�IZIR�

WMQTPIV�XLER�WXERHMRK�SYX�SR�WSGMEP�QIHME��4RI�MR�ǻZI�VIWTSRHIRXW���	��WEMH�XLI�WSPY-

XMSR�MW�XS�Ƹ/YWX�EHZIVXMWI�ƹ�WII�8ST�8MTW�XS�7IWSREXI�[MXL�XLI�3I\X�,IRIVEXMSRW���(V]WXE��E�

���]IEV�SPH�XLIEXIV�IRXLYWMEWX�[LS�WXVEHHPIW�/IVWI]�(MX]��3/��ERH�5LMPEHIPTLME��5&��WE]W�

she proactively has to “dig” for information about what’s playing. “The fact that I have to 

go online and say, “Oh, what’s playing now?” is odd. The marketing is not reaching me.” Ari, 

who feels Broadway is missing his algorithm, says advertising doesn’t necessarily need to 

FI�SR�8MO8SO�XS�FI�IǺIGXMZIƴEHW�SR�XLI�QIXVS�GEXGL�LMW�EXXIRXMSR��XSS��)EZMH������SJ�/IVWI]�

(MX]��3/��VIKYPEVP]�GLIGOW�SYX�8MQISYX�3I[�=SVO�XS�PIEVR�EFSYX�PMZI�IRXIVXEMRQIRX��ERH�

Alison, 39, of Brooklyn, NY, subscribes to New York Magazine. She also likes OG digital ad-

vertising. “I always open email newsletters. I’m on the email list for Alamo Drafthouse mov-

MI�XLIEXIV��ERH�'VSSOP]R�2YWIYQ��.XƶW�E�VIEPP]�IǺIGXMZI�[E]�XS�GSQQYRMGEXI�[MXL�]SYRKIV�

TISTPI��.ƶQ�WYVI�XLIWI�RI[WPIXXIVW�I\MWX�JSV�'VSEH[E]��.�NYWX�HSRƶX�ORS[�EFSYX�XLIQ�ƹ

 

37% of Gen Zs and Millennials 
say they can’t remember 
ever seeing Broadway or live 
theater promoted on their 
social feeds.
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of Gen Zs and Millennials 
said taking this survey 
alone piqued their interest 
in Broadway.

 

.R�E�RSH�XS�XLI�TS[IV�SJ�FIMRK�XST�SJ�QMRH����	�SJ�XLSWI�

we surveyed said taking this survey alone piqued their 

MRXIVIWX�MR�'VSEH[E]��[MXL���	�[LS�WEMH�MX�QEHI�XLIQ�[ERX�

XS�KS�XS�E�'VSEH[E]�WLS[�ERH���	�[LS�WEMH�MX�QEHI�XLIQ�

interested in learning more about Broadway. Others said it 

made them want to talk to their friends about Broadway, 

made them more aware of Broadway, and made them 

wonder why they didn’t think about Broadway more often. 

4RP]��	�WEMH�MX�HMHRƶX�W[E]�XLIMV�STMRMSR�SRI�[E]�SV�XLI�

other. As Lily told us, “It’s funny because this interview put 

Broadway in my mind and then I actually got my dad and I 

tickets to see a play on Broadway for Christmas.”

GHOSTED BY BROADWAY

Top Tips to Resonate with the Next Generation
We proposed 30+ ideas to young people and asked which ones, if any, would make Broadway more relevant to 

them. The vast majority (91%) said there was at least one thing that could be done to help Broadway’s cause. 

While lowering ticket prices topped respondents’ lists, a majority (57%) chose an idea outside of ticket pricing. 

Here are their top recommendations.

91% 

43%
Lower ticket 

prices
Advertise on 
social media

25% 23%
Create  

ǼEWL�WEPIW

Just advertise!  
.�RIZIV�LIEV�

about Broadway 
WLS[W

21%
Create 

Broadway 
QIQFIVWLMTW

21%
Hold casual 

meet-and-greets 
[MXL�XLI�GEWX�

EJXIV�XLI�WLS[

21%

Partner with, 
or support, a 

relevant cause

Diversify your 
cast to include a 

broader spectrum 
of races, genders, 

and cultures

20% 20% 18%18%19%19%
2EOI�XLI�WLS[�

more interactive; 
EPPS[�XLI�EYHMIRGI�

XS�FI�TEVX�SJ�XLI�
experience

Modernize 
XLI�JSSH

2EOI�WLS[XMQIW�
later to cater 

to young 
professionals

�MQTPMJ]�XLI�
XMGOIX�TYVGLEW-

ing process
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        BROADWAY’S BOTTOM LINE

The cost of going to a Broadway show was naturally on young peo-

ple’s minds, particularly during these economically challenging times. 

2ER]�[I�WTSOI�[MXL�EWWYQIH�KSMRK�XS�E�WLS[�[SYPH�FI�E�������

I\TIVMIRGI������<���XMGOIXW��������HMRRIV���Ƹ.�XLMRO������JSV�'VSEH[E]�

tickets would be reasonable,” Lily told us, saying that she recently 

WTIRX������SR�XMGOIXW�XS�E�GSRGIVX�EX�XLI�-SPP][SSH�'S[P��&RE�WEMH�

she’d be willing to spend $200 on a Broadway ticket, as did David, 

ERH�&PMWSR��)IF�[SYPH�TE]������JSV�E�[IPP�ORS[R�WLS[�PMOI�-EQMP-

XSR��ERH�(V]WXE�WEMH��JSV�KSSH�WIEXW��WLIƶH�WTIRH�YT[EVHW�SJ�������.R�

reality, the average ticket price for a Broadway show in 2023 was only 

������[MXL�XLI�GLIETIWX�XMGOIXW�FIMRK�����ERH�XLI�QSWX�I\TIRWMZI�

FIMRK�������4ZIVEPP��XLIVIƶW�E�QMWGSRGITXMSR�XLEX�'VSEH[E]�XMGOIXW�

EVI�EFSYX���	�QSVI�I\TIRWMZI�XLER�XLI]�EGXYEPP]�EVI������ZW��������

 

 

Some of the fear of being priced out of Broadway comes from an 

increase in ticket prices for live events more broadly. As concert 

prices soared this summer (on average, Beyonce tickets were $323 

ERH�8E]PSV��[MJX�XMGOIXW�[IRX�JSV�����������E�TST��EGGSVHMRK�XS�(3'(���

so too did young people’s expectations of what other live events 

GSWX��Ƹ&�PSX�SJ�GSRGIVXW�EVI�RS[������TIV�XMGOIX�ƹ�&PMWSR�RSXIH���&PWS�EX�TPE]�MW�ER�EWWYQT-

XMSR�XLEX�IZIV]XLMRK�MR�XLI�'MK�&TTPI�NYWX�GSWXW�QSVI��Ƹ.�[EPO�MRXS�3I[�=SVO�(MX]�ERH��EPP�SJ�

E�WYHHIR��.�PSWI������ƹ�&VM�NSOIH��'YX�EVKYEFP]��XLI�QEMR�VIEWSR�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�

assume Broadway isn’t in their budget is because they simply don’t know. After all, if young 

people aren’t aware of which shows are playing, it’s safe to assume they also don’t know 

what tickets to these shows cost. The bottom line? There’s an opportunity for the industry 

to debunk misconceptions around ticket prices. The good news is that, once audiences 

I\TIVMIRGI�'VSEH[E]��TVMGI�WIIQW�XS�FIGSQI�PIWW�SJ�ER�MWWYI��&�JYPP���	�SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�

Millennials who have been to a Broadway show say it was worth the price.

There’s a misconception 
among Gen Zs and 
Millennials that 
Broadway tickets 
are about 50% more 
expensive than they 
actually are.

+50%

A full  90% of Gen Zs and Millennials who have 

been to a Broadway show say it was worth the price.
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   SOCIAL COMMENTARY

One thing notably absent from young people’s wish lists for 

what Broadway could do better? TikTok-ifying the theater 

experience. While nearly all respondents agreed advertising 

on Instagram and TikTok is a no-brainer, very few wanted 

'VSEH[E]�XS�FIGSQI�SZIV�MRǼYIRGIH�F]�WSGMEP�QIHME��.R�JEGX��

live entertainment is a much-appreciated escape from an 

increasingly digital world, not to mention a chance to socialize 

JEGI�XS�JEGI����	�EKVII��Ƹ1MZI�IRXIVXEMRQIRX�MW�E�TPEGI�JSV�QI�

XS�YRTPYK�ERH�XYRI�MRXS�.71ƹ�ERH���	�WE]�E�FMK�FIRIǻX�SJ�PMZI�

events is socializing with friends, something valued even more 

highly post-pandemic. “I think I got numb during COVID,” Ali 

XSPH�YW��.ƶZI�QMWWIH�FIMRK�SYX�ERH�EFSYX�ƹ�+YVXLIVQSVI����	�

agree that live entertainment has become more powerful 

as the world has become more digital. To this point, when it 

comes to having phones in theaters, the verdict was a unan-

MQSYW�ƵRS�ƶ�4RP]���	�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�WEMH�LEZMRK�EGGIWW�XS�

phones and social media during shows would improve their 

I\TIVMIRGI�ERH�X[S�XLMVHW���	��KS�EW�JEV�EW�XS�WE]��Ƹ�SGMEP�

media has ruined live entertainment.”

 

 Gen Zs and Millennials not only see Broadway shows as an escape from the digital world, 

but they also see it as a way to return to the more classic entertainment experiences from 

yesteryear that have become increasingly rare. More than three-quarters of respondents 

��	��[SYPH�TVIJIV�JSV�'VSEH[E]�XS�ƸRSX�GLERKI�E�XLMRKƹ�XLER�JSV�MX�XS�ƸGLERKI�IZIV]XLMRKƹ�

��	���ERH���	�HSRƶX�JIIP�XLEX�'VSEH[E]�MW�PSWMRK�VIPIZERGI�EQSRK�]SYRKIV�KIRIVEXMSRW��.R�

JEGX��RIEVP]�LEPJ���	��WE]�XLEX�MXƶW�TSMWIH�XS�QEOI�E�GSQIFEGO��8LMW�ǻRHMRK�W]RGW�YT�[MXL�

a growing nostalgia among young people for experiences that predate the digital era and 

signify simpler times.  

 

Only 10% of Gen Zs and 
Millennials said having 
access to phones and social 
media during Broadway 
shows and live theater would 
improve their experience.

79% agree,

“The pandemic has made me appreciate live 
entertainment more than ever before.”

10% 
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&W�IZMHIRGI�SJ�XLMW��[I�XIWXIH�WIZIVEP��WTIGMǻG�MHIEW�SR�LS[�'VSEH[E]�GSYPH�MRRSZEXI�

[MXL�]SYRK�EYHMIRGIW�MR�QMRH��(SQMRK�MR�HIEH�PEWX�[EW�Ƹ.RǼYIRXMEP�'VSEH[E]�ƹ�HIWGVMFIH�

as adding more social media-friendly aspects to shows, such as Instagrammable mo-

QIRXW��[SVOMRK�[MXL�MRǼYIRGIVW��ERH�LEZMRK�EGGIWW�XS�TLSRIW�ERH�WSGMEP�QIHME�HYVMRK�

WLS[W��8IPPMRKP]��SRI�MHIE�XLEX�VSWI�XS�XLI�XST�SJ�XLI�PMWX�[EW�Ƹ.RXIVEGXMZI��LS[Wƹƴ�E�TSWX�

show Q&A with directors or cast, opportunities for the audience to be part of the show, or 

E�GSGOXEMP�EJXIV�XLI�WLS[ƴWMKREPMRK�XLEX�EYHMIRGIW�EVI�

eager to have more face-to-face, human interaction. 

'EGOMRK�XLMW�YT����	�SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�WE]�E�

big reason they go to live entertainment is to socialize. 

According to Adriana, young people are looking for more 

ways to intersect IRL. “A cocktail with tiny bites would 

totally change the game for [Broadway]. It’s such a good 

way to meet people who are like-minded. And we don’t 

have that anymore. It’s so hard to build a community.”

 

This isn’t to say that young people’s shorter attention 

spans aren’t worth the industry accounting for. “I have 

noticed a really bad skydive into attention problems with 

social media,” Adriana explained. “I think I’d be able to sit 

[through a Broadway show] but making sure you’re good 

for that long is something that needs to be planned for. 

.�[SYPH�NYWX�JIIP�NMXXIV]�SV�YRIEW]��[LMGL�MW�WS�HITVIWWMRK�

XS�WE]�ƹ�1MOI�&HVMERE����	�SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�WE]�

it’s hard for them to go one hour without checking their 

TLSRIW�ERH���	�WE]�XLI]�EVI�EHHMGXIH�XS�WSGMEP�QIHME��

But being fully present is the type of digital interven-

tion younger generations are looking for. One solution? 

More intermissions. When given the options of shorter 

shows, longer shows, or longer shows with more breaks, 

young people chose the latter, saying they’d prefer more 

opportunities to socialize, grab food, and, yes, check their 

TLSRIW�WII�Ƹ'VIEOMRK�9T�'VSEH[E]ƹ��

Breaking Up Broadway

Young people want to break up live theater 

experiences so they can socialize, check 

their phones, eat, and generally have a 360 

experience that surrounds the performance.

 

Q: Which of the following would  
you prefer?

SOCIAL COMMENTARY

I wish Broadway 

experiences were longer; 

I’d prefer a show with 

more intermissions

I wish Broadway shows 

were longer; I’d prefer a 

longer performance

I wish Broadway 

shows were shorter; I’d 

prefer a show with no 

intermissions

37%

32%

31%
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  BROADWAY CURIOUS

One powerful statistic about Broadway’s potential among young audi-

IRGIW�MW�XLEX�X[S�XLMVHW���	��SJ�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�HIWGVMFI�XLIQ-

selves as “Broadway-curious: I’d like to learn more about Broadway” 

rather than “Broadway-agnostic: I’m not interested in learning more” 

��	���8LIVI�MW�E�VIEP�STTSVXYRMX]�XS�GSRZIVX�XLI�'VSEH[E]�GYVMSYW�MRXS�

regular theater goers by making live theater more accessible and less 

intimidating. Take prospective tourist Deb, 27, of Dallas, TX, for example, 

who says she hasn’t been to Broadway shows because “it feels like a 

gated community” that she, as a young Black female living outside of 

3I[�=SVO�(MX]��HSIWRƶX�JIIP�TEVX�SJ��Ƹ.�XLMRO�MXƶW�NYWX�XLI�EGGIWWMFMPMX]��)EPPEW�

is not a hub for [live theater], so you hardly ever see anything about it.” 

When she and her friends did venture to New York City, Broadway was 

on their bucket list, but they didn’t make it to a show. “We didn’t necessarily know enough 

or do the right research. We looked up a show and we were like, ‘Oh my gosh, we have to 

go home and change. We have dinner plans set at eight. Trying to throw a Broadway show 

MRXS�XLI�QM\�NYWX�HMHRƶX�QEOI�WIRWI�ƹ

 

Often, opening the “gate” to the theater community takes the right introduction. This was 

the case for Miguel, 30, of Queens, NY, who was introduced to theater by a friend’s uncle. 

Ƹ-I�[EW�FEWMGEPP]�NYWX�WLSGOIH�XLEX�.�LEH�RIZIV�FIIR�XS�E�WLS[��WS�LI�ERH�LMW�TEVXRIV�XSSO�

QI�XS�2SYPMR�7SYKI�ƹ�+VSQ�XLIVI��2MKYIP�[EW�LSSOIH��(VIEXMRK�QSVI�MRXVSHYGXMSR�TSMRXW�

XS�'VSEH[E]�MW�OI]��;LMPI�QER]�VIWTSRHIRXW�WEMH�XLEX�XLI]�ǻVWX�I\TIVMIRGIH�E�'VSEH[E]�

WLS[�[MXL�XLIMV�TEVIRXW�HYVMRK�GLMPHLSSH��SV�SR�E�WGLSSP�ǻIPH�XVMT��XLIVI�EVI�RSXEFP]�JI[IV�

MRVSEHW�HYVMRK�]SYRK�EHYPXLSSH��(EWI�MR�TSMRX����	�WE]�XLEX�XLI]ƶH�KS�XS�E�'VSEH[E]�WLS[�

MJ�XLIMV�JVMIRHW�[IVI�KSMRKƴFYX���	�WE]�XLI]�VEVIP]�IZIV��SV�RIZIV��LIEV�EFSYX�XLIEXIV�JVSQ�

XLIMV�JVMIRHW��&RH���	�WE]�XLI]ƶH�KS�XS�E�WLS[�MJ�XLIMV�WGLSSP�SV�IQTPS]IV�SǺIVIH�XMGOIXW��

which is an underutilized opportunity for the industry to create inroads with college-age 

audiences and young professionals.

of Gen Zs and 
Millennials describe 
themselves as 
“Broadway-curious.”

67% 

Meet the Broadway Curious
3IEVP]�SRI�UYEVXIV���	��SJ�XLI�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW�[I�WYVZI]IH�LEZI�RSX�FIIR�

XS�PMZI�XLIEXIV�SV�'VSEH[E]�MR�XLI�TEWX�]IEV�FYX�EVI�MRXIVIWXIH���	��SV�ZIV]�MRXIVIWXIH�

��	��MR�KSMRK�MR�XLI�YTGSQMRK�]IEV��8LMW�Ƹ'VSEH[E]�GYVMSYWƹ�TW]GLSKVETLMG�XIRHW�XS�

be female-skewing, Millennial, and single��8LI]�EVI�PMZI�IRXIVXEMRQIRX�IRXLYWMEWXW�

[LS�EVI�QSVI�PMOIP]�XLER�EZIVEKI�XS�KS�XS�GSRGIVXW��GSQIH]�WLS[W��PSGEP�JIWXMZEPW��

ERH�QYWIYQW��ERH�XLI]�EVI�PSSOMRK�JSV�GPEWWMG�'VSEH[E]�I\TIVMIRGIW����	�WE]�'VSEH-

[E]�WLSYPHRƶX�GLERKI�E�XLMRK�EW�GSQTEVIH�XS���	�SJ�WYVZI]�VIWTSRHIRXW�SZIVEPP�
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      THERE’S NO “I” IN BROADWAY

According to Gen Zs and Millennials, part of seeing themselves in the 

live theater space is, quite literally, seeing people like them at, or in, 

WLS[W��;LMPI�QSVI�XLER�SRI�XLMVH�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW���	��WEMH�'VSEH[E]�

[EW�JSV�ƸER]SRI�ERH�IZIV]SRI�ƹ�SRP]�SRI�UYEVXIV���	��WEMH�MX�[EW�JSV�

ƸQIƹ�ERH�IZIR�JI[IV���	��WEMH�MX�[EW�JSV�ƸQ]�KIRIVEXMSR�ƹ�8LI�SZIVEV-

ching perception is that Broadway is for a crowd that’s older, whiter, and 

richer. “I think Broadway is a little bit bougie. Miguel explained, adding, 

“I don’t see myself in the audience or the shows. Sometimes, in the 

FEGO�SJ�Q]�LIEH��.ƶQ�PMOI��Ƶ)S�.�ǻX�MR�LIVI$ƶƹ�)EZMH�MQEKMRIH�'VSEH[E]ƶW�

audience as “a well-to-do couple wearing a suit and a dress” and Deb, 

who previously described Broadway as a ‘gated community’, elabo-

VEXIH�XS�WE]�XLEX�MX�[EW�JSV�Ƹ(*4W��(+4W��ERH�TISTPI�SJ�WXEXYVI�ƹ�&VM�[EW�

FPYRXIV��Ƹ;LMXI�ERH���W�ƹ

'I]SRH�XLI�EYHMIRGI��XLIVI�MW�E�GEPP�JSV�XEPIRX�XLEX�VIǼIGXW�XLI�HMZIVWMX]�

of younger generations. “More diverse casting is something that has been spoken about a 

PSX�MR�XLI�&WMER�GSQQYRMX]�ƹ�/SERRE�XSPH�YW��Ƹ;I�ORS[�[LIR�XLIVIƶW�ER�&WMER�EGXVIWW�MR�?E�

show]. It’s shared around. It makes me want to see the show more, but that’s not the only 

JEGXSV��.X�QEOIW�QI�GLIIV�JVSQ�EJEV�ƹ��SGMSIGSRSQMGW�EVI�EPWS�EX�TPE]��Ƹ-MWXSVMGEPP]��XLI�EVXW��

it’s been a forum of privilege,” Ali noted.

Another factor that can make Broadway alienating is its regionality: the number one re-

sponse of who Broadway is for was, you guessed it, “New Yorkers.” Crysta put Broadway’s 

GPSWI�PMRO�XS�XLI�'MK�&TTPI�XLMW�[E]��Ƹ;LIR�]SY�KS�XS�3I[�=SVO��XLI�ǻVWX�XLMRK�]SY�WE]�MW�� 

‘I want to go see the Empire State Building, and then I want to go to a Broadway show.’ It’s 

very quintessentially New York. Whereas if you’re going to Philadelphia, you don’t say,  

‘I want to go to the Kimmel Center right after I see the Liberty Bell.’”

 

+SV�&VM��WIIMRK�LMQWIPJ�EX�'VSEH[E]�WLS[W�QSVI�SJXIR�GSQIW�FEGO�XS�'VSEH[E]�FIMRK�

QSVI�XST�SJ�QMRH��1MOI�XLI�ZEWX�QENSVMX]�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�[LS�WEMH�XEOMRK�XLMW�WYVZI]�QEHI�

them more interested in Broadway, Ari left our interview ‘Broadway-curious’: “Now that 

[IƶZI�LEH�XLMW�GSRZIVWEXMSR��.ƶQ�KSMRK�XS�KS�SR�&VIRE��XEKIƶW�[IFWMXI�ERH�ǻKYVI�SYX�[LEX�

they’re doing because I’m like, ‘Damn, that would be kind of fun to go to a Broadway show.’”

“Broadway feels like a gated community.”
— Deb, 27, Dallas, TX

Only one quarter of Gen Zs 
and Millennials said that 
Broadway was for “me”.

26% 
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METHODOLOGY
 

8LMW�WXYH]�MW�FEWIH�SR�E�������TIVWSR�SRPMRI�WYVZI]�ǻIPHIH�MR�/ERYEV]������EQSRK����� 

,IR�>W��EKIW����XS�����ERH�����2MPPIRRMEPW��EKIW����XS����

 

8LVII�UYEVXIVW�SJ�WYVZI]�VIWTSRHIRXW������[IVI�JVSQ�XLI�XVM�WXEXI�EVIE�3I[�=SVO��3I[�

/IVWI]��(SRRIGXMGYX��ERH�SRI�UYEVXIV������[IVI�REXMSREPP]�VIǼIGXMZI�SJ�XLI�9����TSTYPEXMSR�

SYXWMHI�SJ�XLI�XVM�WXEXI�EVIE��8[S�XLMVHW�SJ�WYVZI]�XEOIVW�[IVI�[SQIR������ERH�SRI�XLMVH�

[IVI�QIR����� �PIWW�XLER��	�MHIRXMǻIH�EW�KIRHIV�RSRFMREV]��8LI�VEGMEP�ERH�IXLRMG�GSQTSWM-

XMSR�SJ�VIWTSRHIRXW�VIǼIGXIH�XLEX�SJ�XLI�REXMSREP�TSTYPEXMSR��8LIEXIV�VINIGXSVWƴMRHMZMHYEPW�

who had not been to live theater in the past year and who reported they had no interest in 

KSMRK�XS�PMZI�XLIEXIV�MR�XLI�YTGSQMRK�]IEVƴ[IVI�RSX�MRGPYHIH�MR�XLMW�WEQTPI�

 

+MRHMRKW�[IVI�EREP]^IH�F]����HMǺIVIRX�HIQSKVETLMG�ERH�TW]GLSKVETLMG�GYXW��MRGPYHMRK�

EKI��KIRHIV��VEGI�IXLRMGMX]��KISKVETLMG�VIKMSR��ERH�ZEVMSYW�XLIEXIV�KSMRK�TVSǻPIW��EQSRK�

other areas of interest.

 

In addition, twelve, 30-minute one-on-one Zoom interviews were conducted with a 

LERH�VIGVYMXIH�KVSYT�SJ�HMZIVWI��GYPXYVI�JSV[EVH�,IR�>W�ERH�2MPPIRRMEPW��EKIW����XS�����

VITVIWIRXMRK���9����QEVOIXW�MRGPYHMRK�3I[�=SVO��3= �'VSSOP]R��3= ��XEQJSVH��(8 �/IVWI]�(MX]��

3/ �;EWLMRKXSR�)�(� �)EPPEW��8< �(LMGEKS��.1 �ERH�1SW�&RKIPIW��(&�

 

.RHITIRHIRX�VIWIEVGL�ǻVQ��(YPXYVI�(S�ST��GSRHYGXIH�ERH�EREP]^IH�VIWIEVGL�ERH�ǻRHMRKW�

  

 

ABOUT NO GUARANTEES
 

No Guarantees is the Tony Award-winning, theatrical production company bringing artist- 

HVMZIR��YRMZIVWEPP]�ETTIEPMRK�WXSVMIW�XS�PMJI��+SYRHIH�MR�������3S�,YEVERXIIW�MW�[SVOMRK�XS�

reinvigorate and reimagine Broadway through outstanding productions, strategic invest-

ments, community engagement, innovative tech initiatives, and bold creative decisions.  

No Guarantees’ dynamic and creative team, considerable resources, and dedication to  

artists allow it to take the risks needed to make amazing stories accessible to the masses 

and gather the unique insights, learnings, and data needed to have a meaningful impact  

SR�XLI�MRHYWXV]��3S�,YEVERXIIW�LEW�TVSHYGIH�/EQIW�.NEQIWƶ�5YPMX^IV�5VM^I�[MRRMRK�TPE]�� 

Fat Ham, and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Bad Cinderella and co-produced Merrily We Roll 

Along�WXEVVMRK�)ERMIP�7EHGPMǺI��/SREXLER�,VSǺ���1MRHWE]�2IRHI^��ERH�Hadestown, among 

many other shows. Current and upcoming productions include Player Kings starring Ian 

2G0IPPIR�ERH��ELIIQ�&PM��/SGIP]R�'MSL��ERH�2MGLEIP�8LYVFIVƶW�RI[�QYWMGEP�Goddess.


